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Preparation & Prosecution
AI/ML solutions are being
developed to support prior art,
claims drafting etc

Portfolio Management
Complex patent portfolios
require constant monitoring
and review

Iprova

Cipher

Invention Creation
Accelerate the creation of highvalue patentable inventions in
targeted areas

Portfolio Optimisation
Identify areas where you are
over stocked (pruning) or under
stocked (invention discovery)

Iprova
Invention Areas
Identify high value areas for
invention based on points of social,
market and technology disruption

Innovation Lifecycle
Better data and analysis
means better decisions

Cipher
Exploitation
Harness the value of patents
through licensing, cross licensing
and other commercial transactions

• Pioneers of data-driven invention
• Uses the inventive power of the world’s information
to invent with unprecedented speed, disruption and
efficiency
• Changing invention from a serendipitous and tactical
activity to one that is systematic and strategic
• 10 out of 10 of the worlds largest tech firms
including Google, Amazon and Apple cite granted
patents based on Iprova inventions
• >2,500 inventions already created using Iprova
technology

“Iprova has demonstrated that their
technology will enhance BIC’s
approach to inventing products that
solve the needs of our consumers.
That’s why we decided to bring their
technology in-house, strengthening
BIC’s R&D capability and creating a
stream of disruptive and diverse
inventions.”
Thomas Brette, Group Insights and
Innovation Officer at BIC

• Offices in London, Cambridge & Lausanne
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Strategic Patent Intelligence

The era of data driven decisions has increased demand for objective and repeatable results.
Cipher can help you with:

Benchmarking

Budget
Management

Portfolio
Optimisation

Competitive
Intelligence

Due Diligence

Inbound Assertion

Monetisation

Cross-licensing

Find out more by visiting www.cipher.ai or contact us directly

To learn more about Cipher or Iprova, please visit the websites
below or get in touch directly:

www.iprova.com

www.cipher.ai

hello@iprova.com

info@cipher.ai

